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Sell-side vs Buy-side

The legendary investor, Warren Buffet, once said, “Don’t ask the barber whether you need a haircut.”

Another quote from his speech goes, “Don't trust forecasts or projections, especially from someone

who has a financial interest in making those projections.” Both messages tell us the importance of

probing investment destinations and making investment decisions by ourselves.

As I believed in this type of investment approach, I was surprised upon entering the investment

industry, that so many fund managers were following the advice of sell-side analysts (those working

for brokerages). Of course, sell-side analysts have deep industry knowledge and many fund

managers have achieved good performance after hitting upon a good idea in meetings with sell-side

analysts. But personally, I no longer meet sell-side analysts to get ideas or recommendations. There

are three reasons for this decision.

Firstly, brokerages are making profits through IPOs and capital increases as shown by the fact that

they often call listed companies issuers and regular interviews NDR (Non-Deal Road Show which

means presentation meetings without fund raising plans). When I was working as a buy-side analyst,

some sell-side analysts seemed to earn more money by deals with issuers than by recommending

stocks to institutional investors. While they engaged themselves in IPOs by companies with ample

goodwill at times, they tried to win fund-raising deals with companies after boosting their stock prices

by making buy recommendations at other times. That said, a part of the responsibility lies with

buy-side companies, too, because lack of money for trading and research at the latter seems to have

brought about this situation. If buy-side investors use the sell-side services almost for free, the former

is not a customer but a product for the latter.

Secondly, I missed a window of opportunity to invest in a ten-bagger due to the advice of a sell-side

analyst. I found a medical device manufacturer called Japan Lifeline1 as an investment destination

given only a little exposure to the industry. When I asked for advice on the issue from a prominent

sell-side analyst because I had almost no knowledge about the industry, he said “You should never

invest in this company.” I took him at his word and stayed on the sideline, but the stock has surged

since then. I missed a rare chance of making huge gains.

Thirdly, I have my own research method. According to an aggregated data of past buy/ sell

recommendations by our analysts, stocks with buy recommendations are performing well. On the

other hand, buy recommendations by sell-side analysts don’t lead to their stock price rallies as a lot

of reports have shown. (Stock prices sometimes rise immediately after sell-side analysts recommend

them with buy ratings.) If a sell-side analyst always makes correct recommendations, investors might

start playing a game to guess the next buy rating. There is no guarantee that we can get those ratings

ahead of other investors, and even if we can, I feel guilty about securing returns by taking advantage

of my luck. I feel as if I am taking away others’ returns.
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I rely on sell-side analysts for three types of information or support, instead of buy/sell

recommendations, for my own research and investment decisions. The first one is their expertise on

each industry. When I started my work as an automotive analyst, I could learn about the concept of

auto platform and a unique profit cycle in the industry (Auto sales decline.→ They increase sales

incentives. → Prices of secondhand cars decline. → Earnings of auto lease units deteriorate.) at an

early stage. An analyst at Credit Suisse, who specialises in the auto market in China, helps me a lot

in predicting the course of the Chinese economy and the global auto industry by sharing monthly

meetings with the chairman of China Passenger Car Association (CPCA) in English. If we can get

information about overseas success cases of growth companies in sectors such as financials, retail

trade and IT ahead of peers, we may be able to pour money into business models with huge growth

potential at home at an early stage.

The second useful piece of information from sell-side analysts is consensus forecasts. As you know,

earnings results play an important role for investors’ investment decisions. In particular, we are

sensitive about whether the concerned company’s sales/ earnings results/ forecasts beat their market

consensus. No one but sell-side analysts can create such an accurate quarterly consensus forecast

as the current one. This data facilitates investors’ decisions based on earnings results.

The third thing I expect from sell-side analysts is the assistance to get information directly from

companies. While buy-side investors want to visit companies and meet top managers before actually

investing in them, they cannot always do so by themselves. On the other hand, companies want to

know investors’ demand. So sell-side analysts have an important role in bridging between the two.

They can also take the lead in shaping policies on cross-border research in different languages,

given Japanese stocks should be seen as a part of Asian stocks in the long-term future.

Source: CNBC (2019) https://www.cnbc.com/2019/02/12/warren-buffett-dont-ask-the-barber-whether-you-need-

a-haircut.html

1 The organisations and/or financial instruments mentioned are for reference purposes only. The content of this

material should not be construed as a recommendation for their purchase or sale.
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